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Time to explode
your myths about
the U.S. media
by L. Wolfe and Jeffrey Steinberg

Recent polls show that the average American is disgusted with the media; the
so-called media establishment is held in about as little esteem as lawyers and
pornographers. However, other polls and statistical samplings find that these same
Americans have more interaction with the media—they read more magazines and
newspapers, watch more television, spend more time on the Internet—than ever
before!
In the following report, we deal with this paradoxical behavior, this apparent
addiction to something that you hate, and the effect it has on nearly every aspect of
your life, from the styles of clothes that you wear, to your “entertainments,” and to
what you think about the world.
To the extent that you are enraged about the media, it is for the most part an
abreaction to the sense that it has contributed to your own degrading behavior, to
the fact that you are addicted to it; it is the same kind of rage felt by an addict to his
drug supplier—but it does not stop the addict from coming back for more. To deal
with this problem, we have designed our report to explode some prevalent myths
that prevent you from seeing how you are controlled and who is controlling you.

Three myths
Myth Number One: There is a media elite controlled by such figures as Rupert
Murdoch and Ted Turner who are “a power unto themselves,” and who have the
ability to make or shape global policy.
This myth, promoted by the media itself, including through such popular culture
items as the recent James Bond movie, Tomorrow Never Dies, conceals the fact
that the entire media cartel, in all its varied forms, is effectively controlled by a
shadowy London-based oligarchical elite, known as the Club of the Isles—people
who view Murdoch, Turner, et al. with disdain, and use them as mere pawns in
their operations. Policy flows down from such circles through the media sewer
pipes, with little or no input from the more visible moguls.
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Here is a sample of the propaganda generated by a tightly knit network of right-wing direct mail outfits. Although they all pitch an antiestablishment line, they are all tightly controlled by the British oligarchical circles out to destroy the United States.

Myth Number Two: There is such a wide variety of media
sources, arrayed in such a way that if one picks through several
of them carefully, one can assemble for oneself a true sense of
current events. The subsidiary myth is that the wide variety of
sources, with the citizens’ ability to choose from among them,
makes for a “free press.” The facts, as we show, are quite the
contrary. The cartel provides the basis for the most elaborate
and extensive mass brainwashing mechanism in history.
We demonstrate that there is indeed method to this, and
that the methods were developed by a London-centered network of practitioners of mass-brainwashing, linked to the
Tavistock Center for Human Relations (formerly the Tavistock Institute). The unavoidable conclusion reached from this
is that the majority of our fellow citizens are brainwashed.
Myth Number Three: That there exists, outside of the socalled establishment media, an “alternative media” that tells
the truth, ferreting out the establishment media lies and exposing them. This is perhaps one of the cruelest of hoaxes, since,
as we expose, this more appropriately called “junk food” section of the “media food chain” is controlled by the same pernicious and evil policy channels that run the establishment
media.
We further demonstrate that the sources of much of the
material in the so-called alternative media are leaks from the
political and financial establishment itself, and we show how
this channel is crucial in spreading lies, slander, and gossip
which ultimately finds its way back into the “mainstream
media,” for consumption by the public at large.
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As we explain, in the context of presenting our case, the
media are at present among the major weapons being wielded
against our Republic. It is through the media, with the strings
being pulled from London, that the entire assault on the Presidency of William Jefferson Clinton was initiated and continues to be run.
The media, at the same time, currently serve as the major
sources of disinformation about the worst financial crisis in
world history, attempting to “sell” you and your fellow citizens the lie that your fate is linked to doomed efforts to save
a hopelessly bankrupt world financial system.
Our report thus becomes a primer of sorts in how to deprogram yourself from the effect of media brainwashing. But, if
we are to be successful in our endeavor, then Americans will
have to give up some of their arrogance about how well informed they are, about how they are too smart to allow themselves to be brainwashed. It is that conceit that is one of most
powerful assets of the evil media cartel and its controllers.
So, as you read what we present in the following pages,
reflect upon whether you really understood any of this before.
If you didn’t, ask yourself why? It is from that moment forward, at the point that you give up some of the media-proffered myths about itself and about how you have come to
think the way that you do, that you can begin the search for
the truth about the world we live in, and its current and past
history. And it is in the hopefully successful outcome of that
search for truth that the future of our nation and your family’s
survival depends.
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